
The iRobot® Roomba® i7 robot vacuum brings a new level of intelligence and automation to robotic 
vacuum cleaners with the ability to learn, map, and adapt to a home’s floor plan. Using Imprint™ Smart 
Mapping, the Roomba® i7 robot remembers multiple floor plans and room names so users can customize 
cleaning jobs, and direct the robot to clean specific rooms by voice1 or via the iRobot HOME App.

Knows your kitchen from your living room
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Smart home, meet smart robot

•  The Roomba® i7 robot vacuum uses Imprint™ Smart Mapping technology  
to learn a home’s floor plan, so it knows the kitchen from the living room, 
giving the user total control to choose which rooms are cleaned and when. 

•  Truly smart mapping – the robot learns, maps and adapts to a home, 
determining the best way to clean each and every room. 

•  Roomba® i7 robot remembers multiple floor plans, so whether it’s cleaning 
upstairs or downstairs, it always knows the best way to clean each room. 

A clean you can see and feel, every day
•  A premium 3-Stage Cleaning System uses Dual Multi-Surface Rubber Brushes 

and Power-Lifting Suction with 10X the air power2 to pull in embedded dirt, 
debris and pet hair from wherever it hides. 

•  Using patented Dirt Detect™ Technology, Roomba® removes the dirt from 
high-traffic spots of a house, with sensors to recognize areas that need more 
attention, prompting the robot to clean them more thoroughly.

•  The Edge-Sweeping Brush is specially designed to sweep debris away from 
edges and corners.

•  The High-Efficiency Filter captures 99 percent of cat and dog dander allergens.

•  iAdapt® 3.0 Navigation with vSLAM technology helps the Roomba® i7 
robot vacuum seamlessly and efficiently navigate a home, keeping 
track of where it’s been and where it has yet to clean.

•  Thanks to the iRobot HOME App, users can control when, where, and 
how their robot cleans, for a truly customized clean.

•  Enjoy hands-free control with Alexa3 enabled devices and the 
Google Assistant4 – whether it’s tackling a mess in the kitchen, or an 
entire level of the home, the i7 has it covered. 

•  The washable dust bin design allows users to simply rinse away dirt 
and debris left behind.

•  Cliff Detect sensors prevent the robot from falling down stairs or 
tumbling over drop-offs. 

2Compared to Roomba® 600 series AeroVac™ System

1When paired with Alexa™ enabled devices or the Google Assistant


